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Math Story/ Comparing size

Princess Coco only likes the biggest 

Whatever they are, Princess Coco only loves big things.  
One day the neighboring country sent 3 music boxes, 
3 dogs, and 3 horses in different sizes to her. 
But she has to choose one music box, one dog,  
and one horse out of them.  Would Princess Coco  
choose the biggest one in each category?  
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 A long time ago 
there lived a cute princess called Coco. 
Coco only liked big things. 
whatever they were.  

“I like big things.  
The biggest one is mine!.”
So she slept on the biggest pillow, 
in the biggest bed in the biggest room. 
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Every morning Coco went out 
to the flower garden 
and shouted to the gardener. 

“The biggest flower is mine!”

Even when she eats  
she cried to the cook.

“The biggest bread is mine!” 
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One day the neighboring country sent presents for Coco. 

A big horse, small horse, and the smallest horse. 

A big music box, small music box, and the smallest music box. 

And a big clown, small clown and the smallest clown.   
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“Coco will surely choose  

the biggest ones again.” 

The king and queen sighed deeply. 

Just then the smallest clown 
told them bravely. 
“Your majesty, I’ll try  
to change Princess’ mind.” 
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The clowns started  
to show their talents.

Shake! Shake!  
The big clown danced on two balls. 
He balanced well on those moving balls. 

Round and round! 
The small clown juggled oranges.  
His juggling was quite different  
from others.  

But Princess Coco didn’t show 
much interest in their show. 



Then the smallest clown went into  
the back of the big screen. 
When the light shone him, 
a very big shadow appeared on the screen. 

The smallest clown made big animals’ shadows 

by bending and stretching his body. 

“Wow! It’s an elephant! It’s a giraffe!” 

Whenever the big shadows appeared  

Princess Coco clapped loudly.  
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Neigh! Neigh!

The smallest clown  

behind the screen said. 

“Now, it’s time for you  

to choose, Princess. 

Those are horses  

that gallop in the field. 

Choose what you like.” 

“I don't like small horses.”
Princess Coco chose the horse 
that had the biggest shadow. 
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“These are music boxes  
that you can hear beautiful music from. 
Choose one, Princess.” 

“I like big things.  
So I like a big music box too.”
So Princess Coco chose the music box 
that had the biggest shadow. 
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“Now, it’s time to choose one clown.”

“Of course, she choose the biggest clown.”
Princess Coco wanted to see the clown 

that she had chosen  

and pulled the screen in a flash.  
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But what is this all about?  

The clown who had the biggest shadow 

was actually smaller than Princess Coco. 
“Oh, no!”
Princess Coco was  

so surprised. 

“Don’t you like me  

because I’m small?” 

asked the smallest clown. 
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“Yes! I like you  
though you are small.”
Princess Coco hugged  
the clown tightly.  

From that day  
the smallest clown  
and Princess Coco 
became very good friends. 
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Understanding the concept of math Math Play
Compare things.  
Which one is big and which one is small? Whose hands are bigger?

♣ Princess Coco loved big things only whatever they were. So she slept in the biggest bed  
in the palace, liked the biggest flowers in the garden, and asked the biggest bread whenever  
she ate. One day the neighboring country sent her some presents. They were three horses,  
three music boxes, and three clowns. But she could get one horse, one music box, and one  
clown only. So she chose the things that had the biggest shadows on the screen, but they  
were actually the smallest things. So Princess Coco realized that small things were good too. 

♣ Children can compare the size of things without measuring tools. Help them learn the words 
like “big and small” when comparing two objects.  Then let them compare three objects after  
getting used to comparing two objects. And lay out the objects from the biggest one to the  
smallest one. Then help them understand the concept of comparing by using the words like  
“the biggest and the smallest, bigger and smaller.” 

♣ Lay out three balls of different size. Then ask your child  
which one is the biggest and let them choose one. If they chose  
the biggest one, ask another question like “Which one is bigger  
out of the remaining two balls?”  Then let them lay out the balls  
from the biggest to the smallest. Help them understand  
the concept of comparing by touching and grabbing the balls  
with their own hands. But making them compare more than  
five objects might be difficult. 

Let's compare whose hands are bigger?
1. Compare the size of mom, dad, the child’s hand. 
   Ask the child whose hand is the biggest, and whose hand is the smallest. 

2. After mom and dad face their palms together, ask the child 
   whose hand is bigger. 

3. Let the child put her hand on a drawing pad 
   and trace it with color pencils. 

4. This time mom put her hand on the drawing of the child’s hand 
  and let the child trace it.  

5.  Dad does the same. Let the child trace dad’s hand too. 

6.  Let the child tell whose hand is the biggest  
     and whose hand is the smallest while  
     looking at the drawing. 

7. Make a line from the one that has  
    the biggest hand  to the one that has 
    the smallest hand, and vice versa. 

Math Story/Comparing size 






